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Abstract
In this paper, we perform a ﬁne blow-up analysis for a boundary value elliptic equation
involving the critical trace Sobolev exponent related to the conformal deformation of the
metrics on the standard ball, namely the problem of prescribing the boundary mean curvature.
From this analysis some a priori estimates in low dimension are obtained. With these
estimates, we prove the existence of at least one solution when an index-counting formula
associated to the prescribed mean curvature is different from zero.
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1. Introduction
This paper is devoted to the study of an nonlinear elliptic equation involving the
Sobolev trace critical exponent. Such an equation is associated to the conformal
deformation of Riemannian metrics on manifolds with boundary. Given a
Riemannian manifold with boundary ðM; gÞ of dimension nX3; with scalar
curvature Rg and boundary mean curvature Hg; let g
0 ¼ v 4n2 g; where v is a smooth
positive function, be a conformal metric; then new curvatures Rg0 and Hg0 are
given by
4 n  1
n  2 Dgv þ Rgv ¼ Rg0v
nþ2
n2 in M;
2
n  2
@v
@n
þ Hgv ¼ Hg0v
n
n2 on @M;
8><
>: ð1Þ
see e.g. [3]. In the above equation, n denotes the outward unit vector perpendicular to
@M; with respect to the metric g:
A problem arises naturally when looking at Eq. (1): given a function H : @M-R;
does there exists a metric g0 conformal to g such that Rg0  0 and Hg0  H? From
Eq. (1), the problem is equivalent to ﬁnding a smooth positive solution v of the
equation
4 n  1
n  2Dgv þ Rgv ¼ 0 in M;
2
n  2
@v
@n
þ Hgv ¼ Hv
n
n2 on @M:
8><
>: ð2Þ
The requirement about the positivity of v is necessary for the metric g0 to be
Riemannian. For the two-dimensional case, there are analogous equations involving
exponential nonlinearities.
In this paper we are interested in the case where a noncompact group of conformal
transformations acts on the equation so that Kazdan–Warner type conditions give
rise to obstructions, as in the Nirenberg problem (see [19]). The simplest situation is
the following: let Bn be the unit ball in Rn with Euclidean metric g0: Its boundary will
be denoted by Sn1 and will be endowed with the standard metric still denoted by g0:
Let H be a smooth function on Sn1:
In this case our problem becomes
Dg0u ¼ 0; u40 in Bn;
@u
@n
þ n  2
2
u ¼ n  2
2
Hu
n
n2 on Sn1:
8<
: ð3Þ
Our aim is to give sufﬁcient conditions on H such that problem (3) admits a positive
solution (of class C2).
It is easy to see that a necessary condition for solving the problem is that H has to
be positive somewhere.
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As already mentioned, there is at least another obstruction to solving the problem,
the so-called Kazdan–Warner conditions. In [14] Escobar studied this problem on
manifolds which are not conformally equivalent to the standard ball, and in [11],
Chang et al. gave a perturbative result for Eq. (3) (that is, for H close to a constant
function). In [15] Escobar and Garcia studied problem (3) for n ¼ 3 in the
nonperturbative case, proving that blow ups of solutions (of subcritical approxima-
tions) occur at one point and also obtained compactness and existence results.
Related problems were studied in [16,13].
In contrast with the case n ¼ 3; where there is only a single blow-up point, for nX4
multiple blow-up points may occur, as for scalar curvature in dimension nX4; see
[6,8,20] (see also [7,9,10]).
In this paper we study the four-dimensional case, where a phenomenon of balance
between the ‘‘self-interaction’’ (of the bubbles among themselves) and the
interactions of the bubbles with H occurs, allowing us to provide a Hopf formula
criterion for the existence of solutions. More precisely we establish some
compactness and existence result, that we state after introducing some notation.
Consider the following problem in B4:
Dv ¼ 0 in B4;
@v
@n
þ v ¼ f on @S3:
8<
: ð4Þ
It is standard, see e.g. [1], that if fAC1;aðS3Þ for some aAð0; 1Þ; then there exists a
solution vAC2;a of (4). We denote by X the operator which associates to f the
solution v of (4), and we extend the deﬁnition of X also to the case of weak solutions
of (4).
For HAC2ðS3Þ; H positive, let
H ¼fpAS3 : rg0HðpÞ ¼ 0g;
Hþ ¼fpAS3 : rg0HðpÞ ¼ 0;Dg0HðpÞ40g;
H ¼fpAS3 : rg0HðpÞ ¼ 0;Dg0HðpÞo0g;
MH ¼fvAC2ðB4Þ : v satisfies ð3Þg:
To each HAC2ðS3Þ and to each fp1;y; pkgDH\H; kX1; we associate a k  k
symmetric matrix M ¼ Mðp1;y; pkÞ deﬁned by
Mii ¼ DHðp
iÞ
ðHðpiÞÞ2;
Mij ¼ 24
5
Gpiðp jÞ
ðHðpiÞHðp jÞÞ14
if iaj:
8>>><
>>:
ð5Þ
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Here GqðÞ denotes the Green function for the operator X with pole q deﬁned as
follows. For qAS3; let pq : B4-R4þ denote the stereographic projection with pole q:
In pq-stereographic coordinates, we deﬁne the function Gq : B4-R by
GqðxÞ ¼ 1þ jxj
2
2
 !
1
jxj2; xAR
4
þ: ð6Þ
Let r ¼ rðp1;y; pkÞ denote the least eigenvalue of M:
Deﬁne the set A to be
A ¼fHAC2ðS3Þ : H is a positive Morse function on S3 such that
Dg0Ha0 on H; and r ¼ rðp1;y; pkÞa0; 8p1;y; pkAHþg:
Let us observe that A is open in C2ðS3Þ and dense in the space of positive C2
functions on S3 (with respect to the C2 norm).
We introduce an integer-valued continuous function denoted by Index :A-N by
the following formula:
IndexðHÞ ¼ 1þ
Xm
k¼1
X
rðpi1 ;ypik Þ40;
1pi1oi2o?oikpm
ð1Þk1þ
Pk
j¼1 iðp
ij Þ
;
where iðpij Þ denotes the Morse index of H at pij :
Our main result concerning compactness and existence is the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let n ¼ 4 and suppose HAA: Then for all 0oao1; there exists some
constant C depending only on minS3 H; jjHjjC2ðS3Þ; minHjDg0Hj and
minfjrðp1;y; pkÞj : p1;y; pkAHþ; kX2g such that
1
C
pvpC; jjvjj
C2;aðB4ÞpC; ð7Þ
for all solutions v of Eq. (3). Furthermore, for all RXC
degðv  X1ðHv2Þ;OR; 0Þ ¼ IndexðHÞ; ð8Þ
where
OR ¼ vAC2;að %B4Þ : 1
R
pvpR; jjvjjC2;að %B4ÞpR
	 

and where deg denotes the Leray–Schauder degree in C2;að %B4Þ: As a consequence
MHa|; provided IndexðHÞa0:
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Since the situation here is similar to the scalar curvature problem on S4 for a
Morse function K ; our Theorem 1.1 can be considered as a counterpart of the results
in [8,20] for manifolds with boundary. Notice that only the least eigenvalue of
Mðq1;y; qNÞ plays a role in counting the total degree of solutions of (3) and in the
compactness result. In act, the points pi1 ;y; pik for which rðpi1 ;y; pikÞ is positive
characterize the so-called asymptotics in the theory of itical point at inﬁnity
developed by A. Bahri. For instance, considering a continuous family of functions
ðKt; HtÞ; the total degree changes when the least eigenvalue of Mtðq1;y; qNÞ crosses
zero, while it remains unchanged when other eigenvalues cross zero.
We expect that in higher dimension it is possible to obtain from the above blow-up
analysis some compactness and existence results under suitable ﬂatness conditions on
the function H near its critical points, just as Yanyan Li did in [20] for the scalar
curvature problem.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we provide the main local
blow-up analysis, in Section 4 we provide, along the direction initiated by R. Schoen
and YY. Li, a-priori estimates in H2ðBnÞ norm and LNðBnÞ norm for solutions of
Eq. (3) in dimension 4. In Section 5, we give the proof of the existence and
compactness results stated above. In the Appendix, we provide some useful technical
results. For references on some of the analytical tools used in this paper, the reader
can see [4,18,22–24].
2. Blow-up analysis
For a smooth bounded domain ODRn set Oþ ¼ O-fxn40g; @1O ¼ O-@Rnþ and
@2O ¼ @O-Rnþ; hence @Oþ ¼ @1O,@2O: We also assume that @O and @Rnþ intersect
transversally so that @O-@Rnþ is a smooth manifold of dimension n  2: Let n
denote the unit exterior normal to O; and let n0 denote the exterior unit normal of
@1O in @Rnþ: Given w : @R
n
þ-R; the expression r0w stands for the gradient in Rn1:
If w is deﬁned on Oþ; the same symbol will be used for the gradient of the restriction
of w to @1O: In the following BsðxÞ denotes the open ball in Rn of radius s centered
at x; we just write Bs if x ¼ 0:
We will consider Eq. (3) when the exponent of u in the right-hand side is replaced
by some qi converging to
n
n2 from below. We also allow the function H to vary; more
precisely, we consider positive solutions ui of the sequence of problems (for qi-
n
n2)
Dui ¼ 0 in Oþ;
@ui
@xn
¼ n  2
2
Hiu
qi
i on @1O:
8<
: ð9Þ
We are mainly concerned with what happens to fuigi when i tends to inﬁnity. It
follows from standard elliptic theory that if fuigi remains bounded in LNlocðOþÞ; then
fuigi tends to some u in C2locðOþÞ along a subsequence. Otherwise, we say that fuigi
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blows up. In the following, we give the deﬁnition of isolated and isolated simple blow
up point, which were ﬁrst introduced by Schoen [25], and adapted to the framework
of boundary value problems by Li [19].
Let fHigiCLNð@1OÞ satisfy for all iAN and for some positive constant A1
independent of i
1
A1
pHiðxÞpA1 for all xA@1O: ð10Þ
Deﬁnition 2.1. The point %xAOþ,@1O is called a blow up point for fuigi if there exists
a sequence of points xiAOþ,@1O tending to %x such that uiðxiÞ-þN:
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let %xAOþ,@1O; and let fxig be a sequence of local maxima of ui
such that xi- %x and uiðxiÞ-þN: The point %x is called an isolated blow up point if
there exist 0o%rodistð %x; @2OÞ and %C40 such that
uiðxÞp %C jx  xij
2
qi1 for all jx  xijp%r; xAOþ:
If xi- %x is a simple blow up point for fuigi and if %r is given by Deﬁnition 2.2, we
deﬁne
%uiðrÞ ¼ 1j@BrðxiÞ-Oþj
Z
@BrðxiÞ-Oþ
ui rAð0; %rÞ ð11Þ
and
u˜iðrÞ ¼ r
2
qi1 %uiðrÞ; rAð0; %rÞ:
Deﬁnition 2.3. The isolated blow up point xi- %x is called isolated simple if there
exists RAð0; %rÞ such that for large i there holds
u˜i has precisely one critical point in ð0; RÞ: ð12Þ
If %x is a blow up point, we will call it interior blow up point if %xAOþ; or boundary
blow up point if %xA@1O:
An isolated blow-up point has the following interesting properties.
Lemma 2.4 (‘‘Harnack inequality’’). Let fHigiCLNð@1OÞ satisfy (10), fuigi satisfy
(9), and let yi- %yAOþ,@1O be an isolated blow-up point. Then for any rAð0; 13 %rÞ; we
have the following Harnack inequality:
max
yABþ
2r
\Bþr
2
uiðyÞpC min
yABþ
2r
\Bþr
2
uiðyÞ: ð13Þ
where C is some positive constant depending only on n, %C; and A1:
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Proof. Set viðyÞ ¼ r
2
qi1 uiðyi þ ryÞ; yA1rðOþ,@1OÞ  yi: It is easy to see that vi
satisﬁes
Dvi ¼ 0; vi40 in 1rðOþÞ  yi;
@vi
@xn
¼ n2
2
Hiðyi þ ryÞvqii on yA1r ð@1OÞ  yi;
0oviðyÞp %Cjyj
2
qi1:
8>><
>>>:
ð14Þ
So the Lemma follows from Lemma A.2 of [17]. &
Proposition 2.5. Let fHigiCC2ð@1OÞ satisfy for all iAN
jjr0HijjLNð@1OÞ þ jjr
02HijjLNð@1OÞpA2 ð15Þ
for some positive constant A2: Let fuigi satisfy (9), and let yi- %yAOþ,@1O be an
isolated blow-up point of fuigi: Then, for any Ri-þN and ei-0þ; we have, after
passing to a subsequence (still denoted fuigi; yi; etc.), that
uiðyiÞ1 uiðuiðyiÞ1qi y þ yiÞ  ðð1þ hiynÞ2 þ h2i jy0j2Þ
2n
2




C2ðBþ
2Ri
ð0ÞÞ
pei;
Ri uiðyiÞ1qi-0 as i-þN;
where hi ¼ 12 Hiðy0iÞ; y ¼ ðy0; ynÞARn1  Rþ; and yi ¼ ðy0i; yni Þ (here y0 and y0i denote,
respectively, the projection onto @1O of y and yi).
Proof. Writing yi ¼ ðy0i; yni ÞARn1  Rþ; and setting Ti ¼ uiðyiÞ1qi yni consider
xiðyÞ ¼ uiðyiÞ1uiðuiðyiÞ1qi y þ yiÞ in fynX Tig:
Notice that xið0Þ ¼ 1; that y ¼ 0 is a local maximum of xi in fynX Tig; that
0oxiðyÞo %C jyj
1
qi1; and that xi satisﬁes
Dxi ¼ 0; xi40 in fyn4 Tig;
@xi
@xn
¼ n2
2
Hiðyi þ ryÞxqii on fyn ¼ Tig:
8<
: ð16Þ
It follows from Lemma 2.4 that for 0oro1; we have
max
@2B
þ
r
xipC min
@2B
þ
r
xi; ð17Þ
where C is some positive constant depending only on n; %C; and A1:
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Noticing that DxiX0; xið0Þ ¼ 1; @xi@ynX0; and using (17), we obtain (by the
maximum principle and standard elliptic theory)
max
Bþ
1
xipC ð18Þ
for some constant C; depending only on n; %C and supi jjHijjLNð@1OÞ: It follows from
(14), (18) and standard elliptic theory that there exists some function xAC2ðRnÞ such
that, after passing to a subsequence, xi-x in C2locðfynXTgÞ; where T ¼ limi Ti
belongs to ½0;N and where x satisﬁes
Dx ¼ 0 in fyn4 Tg;
 @x
@xn
¼ n  2
2
lim
i-N
Hiðyi þ ryÞx
n
n2 on fyn ¼ Tg if ToþN:
8<
:
By the Liouville Theorem the case T ¼ þN cannot occur. Moreover, by the
uniqueness result of Li and Zhu [21], we have T ¼ 0 and
xðy0; ynÞ ¼ 1þ lim
i-N
hiyn
 2
þ lim
i-N
hi
 2
jy0j2
 !2n
2
:
The proof of Proposition 2.5 is thereby complete. &
We now state some technical results useful in performing blow up analysis. The
proof of Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 2.7 below is omitted since it is similar to that of
[13].
Proposition 2.6. Let fHigiCC2ð@1OÞ satisfy (10) with O ¼ B2 and (15) for some
positive constant A2: Suppose that fuigi satisfy (9), and let yi-0 be an isolated simple
blow-up point of fuigi such that for some positive constant A3 we have
jy  yij
1
qi1 uiðyiÞpA3 for all yABþ2 : ð19Þ
Then there exists some positive constant C ¼ Cðn; A1; A2; A3; rÞ such that
uiðyÞpCuiðyiÞ1jy  yij2n for jy  yijp1;
where r is the constant in Definition 2.3. Furthermore, for some regular harmonic
function b in Bþ1 ; satisfying
@b
@n ¼ 0 on @1Bþ1 ; we have, after passing to a subsequence
uiðyiÞuiðyÞ-hðyÞ ¼ ajyj2n þ bðyÞ in C2locðBþ1 \f0gÞ;
where a ¼ 2n1ﬃﬃ
2
p Gðn
2
Þ 1
ðHð0ÞÞ
n3
2
:
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Lemma 2.7. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.6 there holds
ti :¼ n
n  2 qi ¼ O uiðyiÞ
 2
n2þoð1Þ
 
and therefore
uiðyiÞti ¼ 1þ oð1Þ:
The proof of the next lemma is an easy consequence of Propositions 2.5, 2.6 and
Lemma 2.7.
Lemma 2.8. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 2.6, we have
Z
@Rnþ - Bri ðyiÞ
jy  yijsuiðyÞqiþ1
¼
uiðyiÞ
2s
n2ðR
Rn1 jzjsð1þ h2i jzj2Þðn1Þ dz þ oð1ÞÞ; ðn  1Þoson  1;
OðuiðyiÞ
2ðn1Þ
n2 logðuiðyiÞÞÞ; s ¼ n  1;
oðuiðyiÞ
2ðn1Þ
n2 Þ; s4n;
8>><
>>>:
Z
@Rnþ-ðB1\Bri Þ
jy  yijsuiðyÞqiþ1 ¼
oðuiðyiÞ
2s
n2Þ; ðn  1Þoson  1;
OðuiðyiÞ
2ðn1Þ
n2 logðuiðyiÞÞÞ; s ¼ n  1;
OðuiðyiÞ
2ðn1Þ
n2 Þ; s4n;
8>>><
>>:
where hi ¼ 12Hiðy0iÞ:
Lemma 2.9. Suppose that fHigi is bounded in C2ðBþ%r ðyiÞÞ; and suppose again that fuigi
satisfy (9). Let yi-0 be an isolated simple blow up of fuigi: Then
jr0Hiðy0iÞj ¼ OðuiðyiÞ
2
n2Þ:
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that %r41: Consider a cutoff
function ZACNc ðBþ1 Þ satisfying
ZðxÞ ¼ 1; xABþ1
4
;
ZðxÞ ¼ 0; xARnþ\Bþ1
2
:
8><
>:
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Multiplying Eq. (9) by Z@ui@x1 and integrating by parts, taking into account the support
of Z and rZ; it follows (denoting G1 ¼ @1B1)
1
qi þ 1
Z
G1
@Hi
@x1
u
qiþ1
i Z ¼
Z
ðB1
2
\B1
2
Þþ
rui @ui
@x1
rZ 1
2
Z
ðBþ
1
2
\Bþ
1
4
Þ
@Z
@x1
jruij2

Z
Bþ
1
2
\Bþ
1
4
@Z
@x1
Hi u
qiþ1
i :
Using Proposition 2.6 we deriveZ
G1
@Hi
@x1
u
qiþ1
i Z ¼ OðuiðyiÞ2Þ: ð20Þ
Now, taking into account of the boundedness of fHigi in C2ð@1B1Þ we have
@Hi
@x1
ðyiÞ
Z
G1
u
qiþ1
i Z ¼
Z
G1
@Hi
@x1
ðyiÞ  @Hi
@x1
 
u
qiþ1
i Zþ
Z
G1
@Hi
@x1
u
qiþ1
i Z
¼O
Z
G1
jy  yijuqiþ1i
 
þ
Z
G1
@Hi
@x1
u
qiþ1
i Z:
Using Lemma 2.8 and (20), we ﬁnally get
@Hi
@x1
ðyiÞ ¼ OðuiðyiÞ
2
n2Þ:
Clearly we can estimate ð@Hi@xkÞðy0iÞ; 2pkpn  1; in a similar way; so Lemma 2.9
follows immediately. &
3. Isolated blow-ups are isolated simple blow-ups
In this section we prove that, under suitable assumptions on fHigi; an isolated
blow-up point has to be an isolated simple blow-up point.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that fuigi satisfies Eq. (9) for n ¼ 4 and O ¼ B2 and suppose
that fHigi satisfies (10) and (15). Let yi-0 with jy  yij
1
qi1uiðyÞpA3; be an isolated
blow-up point for fuigi: Then 0 is an isolated simple blow-up point.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.5 that r
1
qi1 %uiðrÞ has precisely one critical point
in the interval ð0; riÞ; where ri ¼ Ri uiðyiÞ1qi ; as before. Suppose, arguing by
contradiction, that 0 is not an isolated simple blow-up, and let mi be the second
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critical point of r
1
qi1 %uiðrÞ: We know, by Proposition 2.5, that miXri and, by the
contradiction argument that mi-0: Without loss of generality, we assume that yi ¼
0: Set
xiðyÞ ¼ m
1
qi1
i uiðmiyÞ; jyjp
1
mi
and ynX0:
It follows from (9) and from the properties of mi that xi satisﬁes
DxiðyÞ ¼ 0; jyjo
1
mi
; yn40;
@xi
@yn
¼ Hiðmiy0ÞxiðyÞqi ; jyjo
1
mi
; yn ¼ 0;
jyj
1
qi1xiðyÞpA3; jyjo
1
mi
; ynX0;
lim
i
xið0Þ ¼ þN:
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
ð21Þ
Moreover, by our choice of mi there holds
r
1
qi1 %xiðrÞ has precisely one critical point in 0oro1;
d
dr
ðr
1
qi1 %xiðrÞÞjr¼1 ¼ 0;
where %xiðrÞ ¼ 1j@Bþr j
R
@Bþr
x:
It follows that 0 is an isolated simple blow-up for fxigi: Therefore, applying
Proposition 2.6, there exist some positive constant a40 and some regular harmonic
function b in Rnþ; satisfying
@b
@n ¼ 0 on @Rnþ such that
xið0ÞxiðyÞ-hðyÞ ¼ ajyj2n þ bðyÞ in C2locðRnþ\f0gÞ: ð22Þ
It follows from the maximum principle and the Liouville Theorem that b is a
nonnegative constant.
The value of b can be derived as follows. Since, by our choice of mi; 1 is a critical
point of r
4
qi1 %xiðrÞ; we have
0 ¼ lim
i
d
dr
ðr
1
qi1 %xiðrÞÞjr¼1 ¼
d
dr
ðrn22 hðrÞÞjr¼1; :
it follows immediately that
b ¼ a40:
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Applying Proposition 6.1, and using Proposition 2.6 for all 0oso1; we have
Z
G2
Fðs; x; xi;rxiÞ dsX
cðnÞ
qi þ 1
Xi¼n1
i¼1
Z
G1
xi
@Hi
@xi
ðmiyÞxqiþ1i dx þ Oðxið0Þqi1Þ;
where F is given in Proposition 6.1 and where G2 ¼ @Bþs-Rnþ:
Multiplying the above by xið0Þ2 and sending i to inﬁnity, we have
Z
G2
Fðs; x; h;rhÞ ¼ lim
i
xið0Þ2
Z
@Bs
Fðs; x; xi;rxiÞ
X lim
i
xið0Þ2
n  2
2ðqi þ 1Þ
X
j
Z
G1
xj
@HiðmiÞ
@xj
xqiþ1i ;
where h is the function given in (22).
Now we want to estimate the last expression. We recall that we are assuming that
fHigi is uniformly bounded in C2ð@1B2Þ; and we proceed as follows. We have, using
the Taylor expansion of Hi at 0
X
j
Z
G1
xj
@HiðmiÞ
@xj
xqiþ1i

p
Z
G1
y  rHið0Þxqiþ1i

þ m2i maxBsmi jr02Hið0Þj
Z
Bs
jyj2xqiþ1i :
Applying Lemma 2.9 we have jr0Hið0Þj ¼ Oðxið0Þ
qi1
2 Þ: Therefore, using Lemma
2.8 and the fact that mi-0; we deduce
Z
G2
Fðs; x; h;rhÞX lim
i
xið0Þ2
n  2
2ðqi þ 1Þ
X
j
Z
G1
xj
@HiðmiÞ
@xj
xqiþ1i ¼ 0: ð23Þ
Now, by Proposition 6.2, we know that for s40 sufﬁciently small
Z
G2
Fðs; x; h;rhÞo0;
and this contradicts (23). This concludes the proof of the Proposition. &
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4. A priori estimates
Consider, for nX3; the following equation
Dv ¼ 0; v40 on Bn;
@
@n
v þ n  2
2
v ¼ n  2
2
Hvq on Sn1;
q ¼ n
n  2 t; 0ptp
1
n  2:
8>><
>>>:
ð24Þ
Proposition 4.1. Suppose HAC2ðSn1Þ satisfies for some positive constants A1; A2
HðpÞX 1
A1
for all pASn1; jjr0HjjLNðSn1ÞpA2:
Then, for any 0oeo1 and any R41; there exist some positive constants C041;
C141; such that, if v is a solution of (24) with
max
Sn
v4C0 ;
then there exists 1pk ¼ kðvÞoþN and a set
SðvÞ ¼ fp1;y; pkgDSn1
ðpi ¼ piðvÞÞ such that
(1) 0ptoe;
(2) p1;y; pk are local maxima of v, and for each 1pjpk (y being some geodesic
normal coordinates centered at pj), we have
jjvð0Þ1vðvð0Þ1qyÞ  djðyÞjjC2ðBþ
2R
ð0ÞÞoe
and
fBþ
RvðqjÞ
q1
4
ðpjÞg1pjpk are disjoint balls:
Here
djðyÞ ¼ ðð1þ hiynÞ2 þ h2j jyj2Þ
2n
2
is the unique solution of
Ddj ¼ 0 in Rnþ;
@dj
@xn
¼ n  2
2
hðpiÞ d
n
n2
j on @R
n
þ;
dj40; djð0Þ ¼ 1; r0djð0Þ ¼ 0;
8><
>:
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and
hj ¼ 12HðpjÞ:
(3) vðpÞpC1fdistðp;SðvÞÞg
 1
qi1; for all pASn; and distðpi; pjÞ1qi vðpjÞXC0 :
Proof. This can be proved by quite standard blow-up arguments. &
Proposition 4.2. Let n ¼ 4; and suppose that HAC2ðSn1Þ satisfies for some positive
constant A1
HXA1:
Then, for every e40 and R41; there exist some positive constant d40; depending on
n; e; R; A1; jjHjjC2 ; such that for any solution v of (24) with maxBn v4C0 we have
jpj  pl jXd for all 1pjalpk;
where pj ¼ pjðvÞ; pl ¼ plðvÞ are as in Proposition 4.1.
Proof. Suppose the contrary, that is for some constants e; R; A1 there exist fqigi;
fHigi satisfying the hypotheses and a sequence of corresponding solutions vi such
that
lim
i
min
jal
jpj  pl j ¼ 0:
Without loss of generality, we assume that
jp1ðviÞ  p2ðviÞj ¼ min
jal
jpjðviÞ  plðviÞj-0: ð25Þ
Since Bþ
Rviðp1Þ1qi ðp1Þ and BRviðp2Þ1qi ðp2Þ are disjoint, we have, according to Eq. (25),
that viðp1Þ-þN and viðp2Þ-þN: Therefore, we can pass to a subsequence with
Ri-þN; ei-0 as in Proposition 2.5 such that, for y being any geodesic normal
coordinate system centered at pj; ð j ¼ 1; 2Þ; we have
jjvð0Þ1vðvð0Þ1qi yÞ  ðð1þ hijynÞ2 þ h2ijjy0j2Þ
2n
2 jjC2ðBþ
2Ri
ð0ÞÞoei;
where hij ¼ 12 hiðpjÞ; j ¼ 1; 2; i ¼ 1; 2;y:
Let us work on Rnþ; instead of B
n: Without loss of generality, we may assume that
p1 ¼ ð0; 1ÞARn1  Rþ: Consider the conformal map f :Rnþ-B deﬁned as
fðx0; xnÞ ¼ 2x
0
jx0j2 þ ðxn þ 1Þ2
;
jxj2  1
jx0j2 þ ðxn þ 1Þ2
 !
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and let y denotes the f-coordinates of x; and set
uiðyÞ ¼ 2jx0j2 þ ðxn þ 1Þ2
 !n2
2
viðyÞ:
It is easy to see, using the conformal invariance of the boundary operator, that ui
satisﬁes
Dui ¼ 0; ui40 on Rnþ;
 @
@xn
ui ¼ n22 HiðxÞHðxÞti uqii on @Rnþ;
8<
: ð26Þ
with
HðyÞ ¼ 2ð1þ ynÞ2 þ jyj2
 !n2
2
:
Let us still denote by p2ARn the f-coordinates of p2ASn1; and set si ¼ jp2j-0:
For simplicity we assume that p2 is a local maximum of ui:
It is easy to see that for some constant CðnÞ41 depending only on n we have
si4
1
CðnÞmaxfRiuið0Þ
1qi ; Riuiðp2Þ1qig:
Set now
wiðyÞ ¼ s
1
qi1
i uiðsiyÞ; jyjo
1
si
; ynX0:
It follows that wi satisﬁes the following equation:
Dwi ¼ 0; wi40 in jyjp 1si; yn40;
@
@yn
wi ¼ n22 HiðsiyÞHðsiyÞti wqii in jyjp
1
si
; yn ¼ 0:
8>><
>: ð27Þ
Note that vi satisﬁes (see Proposition 4.1)
viðyÞpC1jyj
1
qi1; jyjp1
2
si;
viðyÞpC1jy  p2j
1
qi1; jy  p2jp1
2
si:
8><
>>:
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Clearly,
lim
i
wið0Þ ¼ þN; lim
i
wiðjp2j1p2Þ ¼ þN;
jyj
1
qi1wiðyÞpC1; jyjp1
2
;
jy  jp2j1p2j
4
qi1wiðyÞpC1; jy  jp2j1p2jp1
2
:
8>>><
>>>:
It follows that 0 and %q ¼ limi jp2j1p2 are both isolated blow-up points for wi: We
notice that both 0 and %q are actually isolated simple blow-up points of wi: In fact,
this can be proved by using the same arguments as in Proposition 3.1.
By property (3) in Proposition 4.1 and Eq. (25), there exist an at most countable
set *S1DRn such that
minfjx  yj j x; yA *S1gX1
and
lim
i
wið0ÞwiðyÞ ¼ hðyÞ in C2locðRn\ *S1Þ;
hðyÞ40; yAðRnþ\ *S1Þ:
8<
:
Let S1D *S1 contain those points near which h is singular. From Proposition 2.6 we
know that wið0Þ and wiðjp2j1p2Þ are of the same order, hence both 0 and %p ¼
limi jp2j1p2 belong to S1: It follows from Eq. (27), the Harnack inequality and the
maximum principle that there exist some nonnegative function bðyÞ satisfying
bðyÞX0; yARnþ\fS1\f0; %qgg;
DbðyÞ ¼ 0; yARnþ\fS1\f0; %qgg;
DbðyÞ ¼ 0; yARnþ\fS1\f0; %qgg
8><
>:
and some positive constants a1; a2 such that
hðyÞ ¼ a1jyj2n þ a2jy  %qj2n þ bðyÞ; yARnþ\fS1\f0; %qgg: ð28Þ
For 0oso1 we apply Proposition 6.1 to Eq. (27) and we obtainZ
G2
Fðs; x; h;rhÞ ¼ lim
i
wið0Þ2
Z
G2
Fðs; x; wi;rwiÞ
X lim
i
wið0Þ2
n2
2
qi þ 1
X
j
Z
G1
xj
@hiðsiÞHtii ðsiÞ
@xj
w
qiþ1
i ¼ 0: ð29Þ
The last inequality can be deduced reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 3.1.
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On the other hand, we use (28) and apply Corollary 6.2 to obtain that
Z
@Bs
Fðs; x; h;rhÞo0
for s40 sufﬁciently small, which contradicts (29). Thus the Proposition is
established. &
Now consider the following equations for i ¼ 1; 2; 3y
Dg0u ¼ 0; u40 in Bn;
@u
@n
þ n  2
2
u ¼ n  2
2
Hiu
qi on Sn1;
qi ¼ n
n  2 ti; tiX0; ti-0:
8>><
>>>:
ð30Þ
Our main result about blow-up analysis is the following.
Theorem 4.3. Let n ¼ 4; and assume that for some positive constants A1 and A2
HiðpÞX 1
A1
for all pASn1 and jjHijjC2pA2:
Let fvigi be solutions of (30), we have
jjvijjH1;2ðBnÞpC;
where C is a fixed constant. Furthermore, after passing to a subsequence, either fvigi
stays bounded in LNð %BnÞ (hence bounded in C2;að %BnÞ), or fvigi has only boundary
isolated simple blow-up points and the distance between any two blow-up points is
bounded below by some fixed positive constant independent of i.
Proof. It is a simple consequence of Propositions 2.5, 3.1, 4.2 and Lemma 2.8. &
5. Existence and compactness results on B4
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. We start by giving some further
characterization of the blow up points for solutions of (9). We recall the deﬁnition
of the matrix Mlj given in formula (5) and its least eigenvalue r:
Proposition 5.1. Let HAC2ðS3Þ: Then there exists some number d40; depending only
on jjHjjC2ðS3Þ; with the following properties:
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Let fqigi be such that qip2; qi-2; let Hi-H in C2ðS3Þ; and let vi40 satisfy
Dvi ¼ 0 in B4;
@vi
@n
þ vi ¼ Hiðx0Þvqii on S3
8<
: ð31Þ
with max %B4 vi-þN as i-þN: Then, after passing to a subsequence, the following
properties hold true:
(i) fvigi has only boundary isolated simple blow-up points ðp1;y; pkÞAH\HðkX1Þ;
with jp j  pijXd for all jak; and rðp1;y; pkÞX0: Furthermore ðp1;y; pkÞAHþ
if kX2:
(ii)
lj :¼ Hðp jÞ1 lim
i
viðp1i Þðviðp ji ÞÞ1A0;þN½
and
m j :¼ lim
i
tiviðp ji Þ2A½0;þN½; 8jA½1; k;
where p
j
i-p
j is a local maximum of vi:
(iii) When k ¼ 1
m1 ¼  1
12
DHðp1Þ
ðHðp1ÞÞ;
when kX2
Xk
l¼1
Mljll ¼ 1
12
ljm j; 8jA½1; k: ð32Þ
(iv) m jA0;þN½ 8jA½1;y; k if and only if rðp1;y; pkÞ40:
Proof. Assertion (ii) follows from Proposition 2.6 and Lemmas 2.4 and 2.7. From
another part, it follows from Propositions 3.1 and 4.2 that vi has only isolated simple
blow up points q1;y; qNAHðNX1Þ with jq j  ql jXdð jalÞ for a ﬁxed d40
depending only on the above quantities.
Let q1i-q
1 be the local maximum of vi for which viðq1i Þ-þN; performing a
stereographic projection through the point q1; Eq. (31) is transformed into
Dui ¼ 0 in R4þ;
@vi
@n
¼ Wðx0Þti Hiðx0Þvqii on @R4þ;
8<
:
where Wðx0Þ ¼ 2
1þjx0j2:
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By our choice of the projection, it is clear that 0 is also an isolated simple blow up
point for fuigi: We can also suppose that none of the points fq1;y; qNg is mapped
to þN by the stereographic projection, and we still denote their images by q1;y; qN
(in particular we have q1 ¼ 0). It follows from Proposition 2.6 that
uiðq1i ÞuiðxÞ-h1ðxÞ :¼
1
2
1
Hðq1Þ2 jxj
2 þ b1ðxÞ in C2locðR3þ\fq1;y; qNgÞ: ð33Þ
The function b1ðxÞ is harmonic in R4þ\fq2;y; qNg; and we have still used the
notation q
j
i for the local maxima of ui converging to q
j:
Coming back to vi on B
4 we have
lim
i
viðq1i ÞviðxÞ ¼
1
4Hðq1Þ2 Gq1ðxÞ þ b˜1ðxÞ in C
2
locðB4\fq1;y; qNgÞ;
where b˜1 is some regular function on B4\fq2;y; qNg satisfying Db˜1 ¼ 0 with @b˜1@n þ
b˜1 ¼ 0 on S3\fq2;y; qNg:
If N ¼ 1; then b˜1 ¼ 0 by the maximum principle, while for NX2; taking into
account the contribution of all the poles, we deduce
lim
i
viðq ji ÞviðxÞ ¼
1
4
1
Hðq1Þ2 Gq1ðxÞ þ
1
4
X
la1
1
HðqlÞ2 Gql ðxÞ
 lim
i
viðq1i Þ
viðqliÞ
in C4ðB4\fq1;y; qNgÞ:
In fact, subtracting all the poles from the limit function, we obtain a regular
r : B4-R such that Dr ¼ 0 and @r@nþ r ¼ 0 on S3; so it must be r  0: In the above
formulas, GqðxÞ is the function deﬁned in the Introduction.
Using the last expression, we can compute the value of b1ð0Þ in (33), which is
b1ð0Þ ¼ 1
4
X
la1
l1
ll
1
HðqlÞHðqlÞGql ðxÞ: ð34Þ
Hence, using (34) and Proposition 6.2, we deduce
lim
s-0
Z
@2Bs
Fðs; x; h1;rh1Þ ¼  p
2
4ðHðq1ÞÞ2
X
la1
ll
l1
1
HðqlÞHðqlÞGql ðq
1Þ:
From another part, from Lemmas 6.1, 2.7, Proposition 2.5, and some computations
as in Lemma 2.8, it follows thatZ
@2Bs
Fðs; x; h1;rh1Þ ¼ 4p3DHðq
1Þ
Hðq1Þ3 þ
p3
3
1
Hðq1Þ2 m
1:
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In the above formula we have used Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.7 to derive
1
3
lim
i
uiðq1i Þ2
Z
Bs
x  rHiupiþ1i ¼ 4p3
DHðq1Þ
Hðq1Þ3 :
Taking into account (34) and Proposition 6.2, we obtain
4p3
DHðq1Þ
Hðq1Þ3 þ
p3
3
1
Hðq1Þ2 m
1 ¼ p
2
4
1
Hðq1Þ2
1
4
X
la1
l1
ll
1
HðqlÞHðqlÞGql ðxÞ:
Finally, using the expression of fmlg and l1 we get
DHðq
1Þ
Hðq1Þ l1 
p
16
X
la1
Gql ðq1Þ
Hðq1ÞHðqlÞ ll ¼ l1m
1:
Of course a similar formula holds for every q j with ja1: We have thus established
(32) and completed the proof of (iii).
From the last formula it follows that q jAH\H; 8j ¼ 1;y; N; and when NX2;
q jAHþ: Furthermore, since M jjX0 for every j; and Mljo0 for laj; it follows from
linear algebra and the variational characterization of the least eigenvalue that there
exists some y ¼ ðy1;y; yNÞa0; ylX0 8l; such that
PN
j¼1 Mljyj ¼ ryl :
Multiplying (32) by yj and summing over j; we have
r
X
l
mlyl ¼
X
l;j
Mljyjml ¼
X
j
ljm jyjX0:
It follows that rX0; so we have veriﬁed part (i). Part (iv) follows from (i)–(iii). &
As a consequence of Proposition 5.1 we deduce the following corollary. It asserts
that, in the nondegenerate situation HAA; one can obtain a priori estimates for
positive solutions of the subcritical problem, provided q is sufﬁciently close to n
n2:
Consider the following problem
Du ¼ 0 in B4;
@u
@n
þ u ¼ Hu2t on S3:
8<
: ð35Þ
Corollary 5.2. Suppose HAA: Then there exist constants t and C; depending only on
jjHjjC2ðS3Þ and minfjrðq1;y; qNÞj : q1;y; qNAH; NX1g such that
max
B4
vpCﬃﬃ
t
p
for every positive solution v of (35) with 0ot ¼ n
n  2 qot:
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For t ¼ n
n2 p; t40; let Jt denote the Euler functional corresponding to problem
(35), namely
JtðvÞ ¼ 1
2
Z
B4
jrvj2 þ 1
2
Z
S3
v2  1
3 t
Z
S3
Hjvj3t; vAW 1;2ðB4Þ:
For qASn1 and tA½1;þNÞ we denote by jq;t the conformal map on Bn deﬁned
as follows: using stereographic coordinates with projection through the point q;
we set
jq;tðyÞ ¼ ty
and set da;lðxÞ ¼ jq;tð1Þ:
Let q1;y; qNAHþ be critical points of H with rðq1;y; qNÞ40: For e small, deﬁne
the set Ve ¼ Veðt; q1;y; qNÞDW 1;2ðB4Þ as
Ve :¼
XN
i¼1
1
HðaiÞ dai ;gi : ðg; aÞAR
N
þ  ðS3ÞN ; jai  qijoe; eot gio
1
e
( )
:
We also deﬁne Ue ¼ Ueðt; q1;y; qNÞ to be the e-tubular neighborhood of Ve;
namely
Ue ¼ fv þ z : vAVe; zAðTvVeÞ>; jjzjjoeg;
where ðTvVeÞ> denotes the subspace of W 1;2ðB4Þ orthogonal to TvVe:
For R40; set
OR ¼ vAC2;aðB4Þ 1
R
pvpR; jjvjj
C2;aðB4ÞpR



:
	
Using the last deﬁnitions and standard regularity results, Proposition 5.1 can be
reformulated as follows.
Proposition 5.3. Let HAA and let aA0; 1½: Then there exist a small positive
constant e; and a large positive constant R such that, when t40 is sufficiently small,
there holds
vAOR,fUeðt; q1;y; qNÞ : q1;y; qNAHþ; rðq1;yqNÞ40; NX1g
for all vAW 1;2ðB4Þ satisfying vX0 a.e. and Jt0ðvÞ ¼ 0:
Using blow up analysis, we gave necessary conditions on blowing up solutions of
(9) when qi tends to
n
n2 from below. Now we are going to show that if HAA; one can
construct solutions highly concentrating at arbitrary points q1;y; qNAHþ provided
rðq1;y; qNÞ40; see Proposition 5.4 below. The main tool is the Implicit Function
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Theorem. Since the procedure is well-known, see [20,26], we just give a general idea
of the proof omitting some details.
Following the original arguments in [5], one can prove that for t sufﬁciently small
jjJt0ðvÞjjpOðt j log tjÞ for vAVe:
Moreover, from Proposition 3.2 in [2] and standard computations, it follows that,
for t small, I 00t ðuÞ is invertible in ðTvVeÞ>; uniformly with respect to t and vAVe:
Hence by the local inversion theorem, see [5], there exists e40 small (independent of
t) with the following property. For any vAVe; there exists a unique wðv; tÞ such that
wðv; tÞAðTvVeÞ>; Jt0ðv þ wðv; tÞÞATvVe: ð36Þ
Furthermore, the norm of wðv; tÞ can be estimated as
jjwðv; tÞjjpCjjJt0ðvÞjjpC0tjlog tj; ð37Þ
where C and C0 are ﬁxed constants. By means of Eq. (36), the manifold
V˜e ¼ fv þ wðv; tÞ : vAVeg
is a natural constraint for Jt; namely a point u which is critical for JtjV˜e is also critical
for Jt: In order to ﬁnd critical points of JtjV˜e ; we differentiate Jtðv þ wðv; tÞÞ with
respect to the parameters ai; gi: Using standard estimates we obtain
@
@ai
Jtðv þ wðv; tÞÞ ¼ @H
@ai
þ oð1Þ; vAVe; t-0 ð38Þ
and
@
@li
Jtðv þ wðv; tÞÞ ¼ tp
2
12
1
HðaiÞ2
1
li
þ p
2
4
DHðaiÞ
HðaiÞ4
1
l3i
þ p2
X
iaj
Gðai; aiÞ
HðaiÞHðaiÞ
1
l2i lj
þ oðt3Þ: ð39Þ
Using (38) and the fact that H is a Morse function, one can prove that
degW 1;2ðB4ÞðJt0jV˜e ; V˜e; 0Þ ¼ ð1Þ
PN
i¼1ð3mðH;q jÞÞ: ð40Þ
Using the invertibility of J 00t in the normal direction to Ve; and the fact that the
functions dai ;gi have Morse index 1, it follows from (40) that
degW 1;2ðB4ÞðJt0;Ue; 0Þ ¼ ð1ÞNþ
Pn
j¼1ð3mðH;q jÞÞ: ð41Þ
Since the above degree is always different from zero, Jt has at least one critical point
in Ue; moreover it is standard to prove that critical points of Jt in Ue are nonnegative
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functions when t is sufﬁciently small. Then, from [1,12] it follows that these solutions
are also regular and strictly positive.
We collect the above discussion in the following Proposition.
Proposition 5.4. Let HAA; and let e40 be small enough. Then, if q1;y; qNAHþ with
rðq1;y; qNÞ40; and if t40 is sufficiently small, the functional Jt possesses a critical
point in Ueðt; q1;y; qNÞ: Moreover, formula (41) holds true and all the critical points
of Jt are strictly positive functions on %B
4:
When HAA and the number t is bounded from below, we have compactness result
for positive solutions of (3) and we can compute their total degree. We recall the
above deﬁnition of the set OR:
Proposition 5.5. Suppose HAA: Then for any t040 there exist constants C0 and d0;
depending only on t0;minS3 H and jjHjjC2ðS3Þ with the following properties:
(i) fvAW 1;2ðB4Þ : vX0 a:e:; Jt0 0ðvÞ ¼ 0gDOC0 ;
(ii) for C, d40 set OC;d ¼ fuAW 1;2ðB4Þ : (vAOC such that jju  vjjW 1;2ðB4Þodg; then
Jt0
0a0 on @OC0;d0 ; and
degW 1;2ðB4Þðu  XðH juj3t0uÞ;OC0;d0 ; 0Þ ¼ 1: ð42Þ
Proof. The proof follows from the same arguments used to prove Proposition 2.7 in
[20], so we omit it. &
Proof of Theorem 1.1. From the Harnack inequality and standard elliptic estimates
it is enough to prove upper bounds for v in (7). Arguing by contradiction, by
Proposition 5.1 there exist a sequence of solutions fvig of (3) blowing up at
q1;y; qNAS3; and these blow ups are isolated simple. Taking into account that
HAA and that l j ¼ 0 for all j (since ti ¼ 0 for all i), we get a contradiction from
Proposition 5.1 (iv). Hence (7) is proved.
Using Proposition 5.3 and the homotopy invariance of the Leray–Schauder
degree, we have
deg
C2;aðB4Þðu  XðHjuj
2
uÞ;OR; 0Þ ¼ degC2;aðB4Þðu  XðHjuj
3t
uÞ;OR; 0Þ ð43Þ
for t sufﬁciently small. By Propositions 5.3 and 5.4, for a suitable value of e and for t
small, we know that the nonnegative solutions of Jt
0 ¼ 0 are either in OR or in some
Ueðt; q1;y; qNÞ; viceversa for all q1;y; qNAHþ with rðq1;y; qkÞ40; there are
(positive) solutions of Jt
0 ¼ 0 in Ue; and degree of Jt0 on Ue is given by (41).
Let C0bR; t0 and d0 be given by Proposition 5.5; take also d15d0: By Proposition
5.4, (42) and by the excision property of the degree, we have
degW 1;2ðB4Þðu  XðHjuj3t0uÞ;OR;d1 ; 0Þ ¼ IndexðHÞ: ð44Þ
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As in the proof of Proposition 5.5, one can check that there are no critical points of
Jt0 in OR;d1 \OR; hence Theorem B.2 of [20] applies and yields
degW 1;2ðB4Þðu  XðK0juj3t0uÞ;OR;d1 ; 0Þ ¼ degC2;aðB4Þðu  XðK0juj
3t0uÞ;OR; 0Þ: ð45Þ
Then the conclusion follows from (43)–(45). The proof of Theorem 1.1 is thereby
completed. &
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Appendix
For s and %xARn; we set Rnþ ¼ fðx1;y; xnÞARn; xn40g; Bsð %xÞ ¼ fxARn; jxjosg;
and Bþs ð %xÞ ¼ fxARn; jxjosg-Rnþ; G1 ¼ @Bþs-@Rnþ and G2 ¼ @Bþs-Rnþ:
Proposition 6.1 (Pohozaev identity). Let nX3; s40; qX1 and let
uAC2ðBþs Þ-C1ðBþs Þ be a positive solution of
Du ¼ 0; xABþs ;
 @u
@xn
¼ cðnÞhuq; xAG1:
8<
: ðA:1Þ
We have
cðnÞ
q þ 1
Xi¼n1
i¼1
Z
G1
xi
@h
@xi
uqþ1 dx þ n  1
q þ 1
n  2
2
 
cðnÞ
Z
G1
huqþ1 dx
 scðnÞ
q þ 1
Z
@G1
huqþ1ds ¼
Z
G2
Fðs; x; u;ruÞ ds;
where
Fðs; x; u;ruÞ ¼ n  2
2
u
@u
@n
 s
2
ruj j2þs @u
@n
 2
:
We have also the following Proposition, which proof is elementary.
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Proposition 6.2. Suppose that the function h : @Bþs-R is of the form
hðyÞ ¼ a1jyj2n þ b þ OðjyjÞ for y close to 0;
with a140 and bX0: Then, if b ¼ 0 it is F  0; otherwise, for b40 there holds
lim
s-0
Z
@Bs-Rnþ
Fðs; x; h;rhÞo0:
Lemma 6.3 (Han and Li [17]). Let O be a bounded domain in Rn with piecewise
smooth boundary @O ¼ G,S; VALNðSÞ: Suppose that uAC2ðOÞ-C1ð %OÞ; u40 in %O;
satisfies
Du þ Vup0 in O;
@u
@n
Xhu on S
8<
:
and vAC2ðOÞ,C1ð %OÞ; satisfies
Dv þ Vvp0 in O;
@v
@n
Xhv on S;
vX0 on G;
8><
>:
where n denotes the unit outer normal of S: Then vX0 in %O:
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